
 
 

 
 ARC offers advanced search features that allow you to focus your search with additional search  
 filters and keyword searching options.  These features can be helpful when searching for special 
 media materials or combing through file unit or item descriptions in a large series. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Visit us at http://www.archives.gov/research/arc/.  For more help, email ARC@nara.gov. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Search Expression Search Results 
Harry Truman Finds all descriptions where both the term Harry and the term Truman 

are present. There is an implicit AND between the words entered. 
Harry AND Truman Finds all descriptions where both the term Harry and the term Truman 

are present. Note that AND must be capitalized. 
Harry OR Truman Finds descriptions containing either Harry or Truman, such as Harry 

Harrison, Truman K.Gibson, Harry Truman. Note that OR must be 
capitalized. 

"Harry S. Truman" Finds Harry S. Truman, but not Harry Truman. 
(Harry Truman) AND Captain Finds Harry Truman, 129th Field Artillery Captain. 
Truman NOT Harry Finds all descriptions containing Truman but not also including Harry, 

such as Truman K. Gibson, but not Harry Truman. Note that NOT must 
be capitalized. 

(Franklin OR (Theodore NOT 
Teddy)) AND Roosevelt 

Finds Franklin Roosevelt and Theodore Roosevelt (as long as there is 
no reference to Teddy Roosevelt). 

bal* Finds ball, balance, ballast, balderdash, etc. Note placement of the 
wildcard at the end of the search term. For example b*l, *al, will not 
be treated as wildcard searches. 

Get more specific 
about how ARC 
searches on your 
keywords.  Use the 
exact phrase box for 
full names or 
concepts like 
"global warming." 

Check the title 
only box to 
search for your 
keywords in 
the Title, 
Subtitle, or 
Other Title 
fields.  This is 
useful for 
motion picture 
items. 

Enter an ARC ID, 
Local ID, Entry, or 
former NAIL 
control number 
here.  Numbers with 
dashes or periods 
must be placed in 
quotes. 

Filter by Type of Archival Materials, such as Moving Images or Photographs.  
Uncheck boxes to exclude options from your search results, or click Deselect 
All and then check the types of materials you would like to include. 

Keyword Searching (Quick Reference) 

Advanced Search 



 
 
 

Visit us at http://www.archives.gov/research/arc/.  For more help, email ARC@nara.gov. 

Highlight Search 
Terms in your 
search results and 
full details.  
Highlighting 
Search Terms can 
be helpful when 
seeking a keyword 
in a shot list for a 
motion picture 
item.   

Highlight Search Terms and "Search Within" Feature 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Use the "Search 
within …" option 
to search by 
keyword for items 
or file units within 
this series.   

ARC will 
remind you 
which Record 
Group, Series, 
or File Unit you 
are searching 
within. 

Click here to 
remove the 
Search Within 
filter. 

With the Search 
Within filter 
applied, ARC 
retrieved 47 
items out of the 
101 items in 
this series. 

 


